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Abstract The vertical temperature profile in the lowest 1000m of the atmosphere determines a number of
important physical processes and meteorological phenomena such as high concentrations of anthropogenic
air pollutants in urban areas. Long-term monitoring of temperature profiles at high vertical and temporal
resolution has only become feasible only recently with the introduction of affordable angular scanning
microwave temperature profile radiometers. In this study, we analyzed 2 years of continuous temperature
profile measurements with the MTP-5HE instrument in the urbanized coastal Bergen valley, Norway. The data
have a 10min temporal and 50m vertical spatial resolution, thus, constituting a unique data set for a
microclimatic characterization of the atmosphere in this high-latitude valley. We studied a 2 year record of
ground-based (G-) and elevated (E-) inversions, their dynamics and connection to large-scale circulations, and
the links between the urban air quality and the temperature inversions. G-inversions are commonly observed
during wintertime nocturnal hours. The local topographic features allow for the frequent occurrence of
G-inversions, even during strongwinds of up to 16m/s. E-inversions exist mostly during spring and summer and
only during unusual synoptic circulation with large-scale warm air advection directly above the valley. Events
with high air pollution, identified based on measurements of NO2 and particulate matter concentrations, are
highly dependent on the existence of G-inversions. Meteorological models poorly capture both G-inversions
and E-inversions reducing their utility for the assessment of urban air quality and local weather forecasts.
1. Introduction
High-resolution monitoring of temperature profiles in the Atmospheric Boundary Layer (ABL) is required for
many meteorological applications. In particular, early warning and prediction systems for urban air quality
depend on accurate and reliable observations of the temperature profiles in the stably stratified ABL (SBL),
where the vertical temperature structure is a complex nonmonotonic function of the height above the
ground. Severe air pollution episodes have been related to temperature inversions—the profiles with
absolute temperature increasing with elevation [e.g., Ji et al., 2012; Trompetter et al., 2013].
Regular monitoring of temperature profiles in urbanized areas can provide valuable information especially at
high latitudes [Kadygrov et al., 1999] where SBL cases often cause adverse meteorological conditions with
respect to air quality [Kukkonen et al., 2005] that are still difficult to predict [Fay and Neunhäuserer, 2006;
Mauritsen et al., 2007]. Arguably, in situ measurements of temperature profiles at elevations of a few tens or
hundreds of meters above the ground are difficult and costly, if not impossible, in urbanized areas. Satellite
remote sensing [e.g., Wallace and Kanaroglou, 2009] often does not provide the spatial and temporal
resolutions required by the urban air quality community, especially in areas with complex topography. In these
circumstances, the relatively inexpensive ground-borne remote sensing techniques like Sound Detection
And Ranging systems coupled with radio acoustic sounding system [Westwater et al., 1999] or Passive
Microwave Radiometry [Liou and Yan, 2006; Pernigotti et al., 2007; Friedrich et al., 2012] may yield better results.
This view motivated the present analysis of the data set obtained with the microwave temperature profiler
MTP-5HE from March 2011 through February 2013 in the central Bergen valley (60.4°N, 5.3°E), with a
population of about 75,000. This rather complex area has been and still is subject to meteorological research
[e.g., Jonassen et al., 2012, 2013; Valved, 2012]. The importance of the SBL temperature structure in the Bergen
valley was realized decades ago. Fitje [1972] used ground-based measurements with weather stations at
different heights on the valley slopes. He concluded that such measurements do not resolve the ABL
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structure properly, since they were heavily influenced by local effects such as shallow cold layers at the sides
of the mountains. Berge and Hassel [1984] analyzed temperature inversions using tethered balloon
observations over short periods of time. They mostly found inversion top heights of 50m for short- and
100–120m for long-lasting inversion episodes and concluded that a drainage wind exists from a small side
valley that dominates the wind flow in the valley during inversion episodes.
The interest in temperature profiles and particularly in temperature inversions within the SBL has been
revitalized by the sequential occurrence of cold European winters during recent years [Yang and Christensen,
2012]. Associated with this, very high concentrations of urban pollutants were frequently recorded in the
Bergen area (measurements available online at: www.admin.luftkvalitet.info). Moreover, recent
improvements in the theoretical understanding of SBL mixing processes [Zilitinkevich and Esau, 2005, 2007],
specifically with respect to factors constraining the ABL thickness and hence the trapping of emitted
pollutants near the ground, opened the potential to advance the warning and prediction models of air
quality hazards. In this understanding the vertical temperature gradient in and above the ABL controls the
vertical fluxes of momentum, heat, moisture, and pollution. The temperature gradient above the ABL has
previously been omitted in boundary layer models. New models [Zilitinkevich et al., 2013] require the vertical
temperature gradient as an input parameter, and ground-based remote sensing instruments can provide this.
The aim of this study is to investigate the structure of the lower atmospheric temperature stratification in a
high-latitude mountain valley using high-resolution ground-based and remote sensing observations. To do
this, we analyze the microwave temperature profiler MTP-5HE data complemented with convenient
meteorological observations from Bergen, Norway. We also assess the link between cases of temperature
inversions and pollution events with nitrogen dioxide (NO2), particulate matter with diameter less than 10μm
(PM10), and particulate matter with diameter less than 2.5μm (PM2.5). This study is based on the results of
2 years of continuous monitoring of ABL temperature profiles. It is structured as follows.
Section 2 describes the instrument and the collected data sets. Section 3 contains the meteorological
analysis. It is a systematic overview of the frequently occurring inversion episodes. This gives a unique
opportunity for model validation and calibration as well as for optimization of the observational network with
ground-based remote sensing instruments. Section 3 also describes the link between pollution events and
temperature profiles. Finally, section 4 outlines the conclusions.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Region of Interest
Bergen (60.4°N, 5.3°E) is the second largest city in Norway. More than 75,000 people reside in the two central
districts, located in the elongated Bergen valley that opens toward a sea inlet—Byfjorden in the northwest and
toward a large lake and more residential areas in the southwest (Figure 1). The mountains surrounding the
valley are between 284 and 643m high. They protect the valley from storms, significantly reducing the surface
layer wind speed [Jonassen et al., 2013].
TheMTP-5HE instrument is installed on the central tower of the Geophysical Institute (GFI) of the University of
Bergen at 45m above sea level (m asl). The GFI is located at the end of a small ridge in the middle of the valley
(Figure 1). It is surrounded by buildings to the north and west, which are at most five stories and lower than
the GFI, and a sidearm of the Byfjorden to the south, which is separated from the GFI by a major street. The
width of the valley base at the GFI is approximately 1.5 km in northeast to southwest direction.
Most of the time, the ABL in the Bergen valley is well mixed either due to sufficiently strong winds or due to a
positive surface heat balance. However, during the winter months, shallow SBLs are frequently observed
even during daytime, leading to weak turbulent mixing and increased concentration of pollutants, primarily
NO2 and particulate matter (PM).
2.2. Instrument
The MTP-5HE is a commercially available angular scanning temperature profile radiometer from the Russian
producer ATTEX. The same and similar instruments have been used in a number of studies [Westwater et al.,
1999; Chang et al., 2006; Liou and Yan, 2006]. The instrument measures brightness temperatures. An
inversion algorithm is necessary to obtain the absolute temperature. The inversion algorithm is part of the
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software package that comes with the instrument. A detailed validation of this algorithm was out of
the scope of this study. The algorithm itself has been amply described by, e.g., Troitsky et al. [1993] and
Kadygrov and Pick [1998]. The general principles of microwave radiometers are described in Scanzani [2010].
Possible problems with the usage of microwave radiometers on an operational basis were examined by
Loehnert and Maier [2012]. At this point we only give a very short summary of the instrument specifications
provided by the producer and from the above mentioned references.
The instrument measures the microwave radiation at different elevation angles with a central frequency of
56.6 GHz, a sensitivity of 0.07 K at 1 s integration time, and a bandwidth of 400MHz. From the angular
brightness temperature measurements the temperature profile is automatically calculated and stored. The
vertical range of the measurements is 1000m. The effective vertical resolution is 50m between 0 and 100m,
70m between 100 and 400m, 80m between 400 and 600m, and 120m between 600 and 1000m. All
measurements are interpolated with a grid spacing of 50m. The interpolation in the lowest 100m has been
changed part way through the study to have a vertical grid spacing of 25m. For consistency, we only used the
measurements at the 50m vertical grid spacing. The interval between two measurements can be chosen
freely, but a measurement cycle takes at least 180 s. We set this interval to 300 s, meaning that the instrument
is in idle mode for 120 s. The inversion algorithm of the brightness temperature measurements is restricted
by a calibration of the brightness temperature at 0° elevation angle against an external calibration source
(thermometer), which is due to practical reasons mounted on a small mast a few meters away from the
instrument, approximately 0.5 m above the instrument. The accuracy of the external calibration thermometer
is given by the manufacturer as 0.5 K. The typical mean deviation of the MTP-5HE temperature profile from
the actual temperature profile is 0.3 K (0–500m) to 0.4 K (500–1000m) and 0.8 K (0–500m) to 1.2 K
(500–1000m) under adiabatic and inversion conditions, respectively. The performance of the MTP-5HE with a
50m vertical grid resolution has been validated against radio soundings by Kadygrov et al. [2005] during a
1 month period from March to April 2004. The reported vertically and temporally averaged deviations from
the radiosondes profiles of 0.44 K± 0.76 K and 0.22 K ± 0.81 K under adiabatic and inversion conditions fall
within the above given range.
2.3. Data Sets
This study is based on a 2 year data set of measurements with the MTP-5HE between March 2011 and
February 2013. The data set consists of temperature profiles measured every 5min with a vertical resolution
of 50m between 45m and 1045masl. We averaged each two successive measurements in order to be
consistent in the time stepping with the other meteorological data. We started the nearly continuous
operation of the MTP-5HE in February 2011, with only a few shorter breaks (generally a few hours) for
maintenance stops. In addition, a few data gaps existed in early 2013 due to a malfunction of the Personal
Computer connected to the instrument.
Figure 1. Topographic map of the inner Bergen valley. Data are based on laser scanning measurements. The white, thick
line indicates the direction of the MTP-5HE measurements during the horizontal measuring phase and calibration.
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The reliability of MTP-5HE temperature profiles is
low during meteorological conditions with high
concentrations of liquid water or ice in the optical
path of the instrument [Esau et al., 2013]. Such
situations include rain, a wet radio dome after rain,
low-level clouds or fog, and snow or ice both as
precipitation and frozen to the radio dome. We
removed measurements taken during such
conditions. In addition, we removed obviously
unphysical measurements that occurred during
only a few time steps in the 2 years of operation.
The attribution of the MTP-5HE measurements to
the relevant meteorological conditions is shown in
Figure 2. Measurements marked as dry represent
the final, quality-controlled data set. In total only
approximately 30% of the measurements fell within
this category, illustrating that the measurement
method is only of limited use for general statistics of
the ABL temperature profiles, in particular, for the
climatic conditions prevailing in Bergen. However,
this should only have a little effect on the conclusions drawn here. Low clouds, precipitation, and heavy fog,
which are the main reasons for most of the dismissed data, suppress radiative cooling and in turn the
formation of ABL temperature inversions, which are the focus of this study.
To identify unfavorable meteorological conditions we used 10min averaged temperature and relative
humidity measurements from two automatic meteorological stations (AMS) and rain-rate measurements
from an upward pointing micro rain radar (MRR) from the German producer Metek (a description of both can
be found at http://www.uib.no/rg/meten/research/continuous-measurements). One of the AMS, hereafter
referred to as the GFI AMS, was mounted on top of the same mast as the external calibration source
approximately 4m above the MTP-5HE. The MRR was located on the same roof as the MTP-5HE and the GFI
AMS. The second AMS was located on Mount Ulriken at 602masl, approximately 3 km east from the GFI
(marked in Figure 1).
The AMS data were 10min averages. The MRR provided 1 min averages that we also averaged to 10 min. To
account for noise in the MRR measurements we considered MTP-5HE measurements as rain or snow
influenced when the rain rates from the MRR exceeded 0.02mm/h between 45 and 645masl. After each rain
event we considered the radio dome as wet for 30min. To account for icing of the radio dome we extended
this period to 1 h when the temperature at the external thermometer of the MTP-5HE was below +1°C. This
should be enough to allow loose snow or ice to glide off the radio dome during rotation. Long-term icing
events were reported during the routine morning control of all instruments at the GFI (only during
Norwegian work days), and the ice cover was removed manually. We further considered measurements as
cloud influenced when the relative humidity (RH) at either of the AMS exceeded 95%. No information existed
on RH beyond 602masl; hence, temperature profiles above that height are less reliable.
Orographic clouds at Ulriken caused an overestimation of the cloud-affected measurements just like icing of
the humidity sensor, especially at the Ulriken AMS. That occasionally generated extended periods of 100%
RH. The RH sensor of the Ulriken AMSwas malfunctioning from 22 July to 2 September 2011, when the sensor
was replaced. Some short periods of faulty data continued to exist after that. We generally considered
missing or faulty RH or rain data as potentially biased and flagged them as cloud or rain events, leading to a
long data gap between July and September 2011. In addition, the RH sensor of the Ulriken AMS occasionally
produced single faulty measurements. To reduce the resulting number of interruptions in the MTP-5HE data
set, measurements with RH> 95% during one step and with RH< 85% during the time step before and
afterward were not removed from our analysis. Figure 3 shows the resulting availability of the AMS data.
For an attribution of temperature inversions to characteristic local wind regimes, we used the wind speed and
wind direction at both AMS. To account for icing of the wind sensors, wemarked periods longer than 1 h with



















Figure 2. Attribution of MTP-5HEmeasurements into classes
for March 2011 to February 2013. Missing data due to
maintenance stops and data removed as unphysical are
marked as “no data.” Valid data are marked as “dry.”
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0m/s wind speed or constant wind direction as
icing events and removed such data. To account for
residual snow or ice we also removed all wind data
within 30min after icing events.
The wind distribution at Ulriken and the GFI are not
representative of the free atmosphere or the ABL at
the top of the valley due to various local effects on
the wind field, such as speedup, blocking, and
channeling [Jonassen et al., 2012]. Upper air
observations are missing in the area. Therefore, we
used the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Interim Reanalysis
Data Archive (ERA-Interim) model-level wind and
temperature fields at the grid point closest to
Bergen (0.25° interpolated grid) for the description
of the synoptic situation. Analysis steps were
available at 6 h resolution, and prediction steps
were available at 3 h resolution beginning a new
prediction once every 12 h. To reach a 3 h resolution
with the highest available quality, we combined
analysis steps with prediction steps always using
the shortest possible lead time.
For the comparison of the pollution events to the
meteorological conditions, we used hourly





, and PM10 μPM10
 
from a
reference station for the pollution in proximity to
dense traffic. The station is located at
Danmarksplassen, approximately 1000m southeast
from the GFI on the opposite side of the sea inlet.
This station measures the air quality at one of the
busiest traffic junctions in the city. The area around this location is also densely populated and considered of
central importance for future city development. The data are available from the Norwegian Institute for Air
Research (NILU) at http://admin.luftkvalitet.info.
2.4. Separation of Temperature Gradients
The linear temperature gradient across the layer i to i+1, where zi is the central height ascribed to the
temperature at the level i in the MTP-5HE data, is obtained as
ΔTi ¼ Tiþ1  Tið Þ= ziþ1  zið Þ
Here i∈ {1,…, 20}, zi+1 zi= 50 m, z1 = 45 m, and zi+ 1 = z1 + 50 m  (i 1). From this we identified
temperature profiles containing inversions defined as ΔTi> 0 K for at least one of i∈ {1,…, 20}. An
investigation of the profiles containing temperature inversions showed that there were two different types of
inversions not necessarily connected to each other: ground-based temperature inversions (G-inversions),
defined as temperature profiles with ΔT1> 0 K and elevated temperature inversions (E-inversions) defined as
profiles with ΔTi> 0 K for at least one i∈ {2,…, 20} and ΔT1 ≤ 0 K. Taking advantage of the high temporal
resolution of the MTP-5HE measurements we developed a method to automatically identify the inversion
type. It is hereby important to eliminate the cases with unclear inversion type, e.g., when E-inversions resulted
from breaking G-inversions when a mixing layer starts to appear in the lowest part of the inversions as
observed by Berge and Hassel [1984]. This is not given by a simple separation into ground-touching and not
ground-touching inversions as it has, for example, been used by Miller et al. [2013].
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Figure 3. Seasonal data availability from the (top) Ulriken
and (bottom) GFI AMS. The temperature data are divided
into measurements during high wind speeds above 5m/s
(temp hw) and below that (temp lw).
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The scheme for the identification of the inversion type is shown in Figure 4. In a first step we identified all
measurements containing any temperature inversions. We then assigned each of these profiles to one of the
three classes G-inversions, E-inversions, or R-inversions—residual inversions that could not be identified as
one of the other two classes. This study focuses exclusively on the G-inversions and E-inversions. The
separation is based on the location where the inversion signal first appeared. G-inversions start growing from
the ground upward, whereas E-inversions first appear at an elevated position. G-inversions are the much
more frequent inversion type in the Bergen valley. In order to remove the G-inversions that were breaking up
by the formation of a mixed layer from the ground, we only defined inversions as E-inversions if there were
no measurements with inversions right above the ground (ΔT1> 0 K) since the last evening (18:00 UTC). For
G-inversions, we used a less strict condition that the inversion signal first had to appear from the ground.
We then combined successive profiles with the same inversion type to inversion episodes similar to Liou and
Yan [2006] before we finally identified the key features of both the single inversions and the inversion
episodes based on the following definitions: If the temperature inversion is found between levels ib and it+ 1
where ib< it+1, then the heights of the inversion base and the inversion top are defined correspondingly as
zbase ¼ zib þ zibþ1ð Þ=2 and ztop ¼ zit þ zitþ1ð Þ=2
The inversion thickness and strength are defined as
Δz ¼ zitþ1  zib  zbase and ΔT total ¼ Titþ1  Tib
It is clear that the decrease in effective vertical resolution with height puts some constraints on the accuracy
of the identified inversion features. That is a general drawback of microwave remote sensing data.
3. Results and Discussion
Generally, G-inversions appear in synoptic situations with a strongly negative surface heat balance in the
valley, whereas the atmospheric layers above the valley are relatively free to mix even though they are also
often stably stratified. E-inversions appear in situations when the ground layers are better mixed than the
layers aloft. This can, for example, be caused by elevated warm air advection decoupled from the surface
processes or subsidence. In this chapter we discuss the properties of the G-inversions and E- inversions.
We also analyze the statistical link between G-inversions and E- inversions and cases of high pollution with
NO2 or PM.
Figure 4. Identification scheme for the inversion types. All temperature differences are given in K.
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3.1. Case Study of G-Inversion and E-Inversion
The following case study illustrates the evolution of these two types of temperature inversions as observed
with the MPT5-HE. The characteristics of a G-inversion (24 to 25 February 2013) are exemplified in Figure 5
(bottom). The surface pressure at the GFI AMS rose from 1023hPa in the afternoon of 24 February to 1032hPa
throughout 25 February, indicating anticyclonic synoptic weather conditions. The sky was free from clouds
(cloud observations from surface synoptic observations downloaded from www.eklima.no). The wind speed
was less than 2m/s at the GFI and 5m/s at the Ulriken AMS. The ground was snow free, and the large sea inlet
close to the GFI was free from ice. As predicted by the atmospheric radiation [e.g., Niemela et al., 2001] and ABL
[Zilitinkevich and Esau, 2007] models, the surface temperature initially dropped faster than the temperature of
the mixed layers due to the positive feedback between the surface cooling and suppression of near-surface
turbulent mixing.
The inversion top was at 220masl, which is within the valley, while the air at the mountain tops around
remained less strongly stratified. This was probably linked to the existence of a separated boundary layer over
the mountains. In this case, the mean wind would be oriented approximately along the valley axis at all levels
within the inversion, making the MTP-5HE and the GFI AMS measurements representative for the entire
valley except for large stagnation zones caused by the curvature of the valley and the topography on the
base of the valley.
The mean inversion strength was 2.2 K. At this temperature difference, the radiation restratification processes
and the turbulent mixing compensated each other. Because of the turbulent mixing the theoretical radiative
equilibrium level of about 2 km height [Overland and Guest, 1991] was never reached—we never observed
G-inversions extending beyond 970masl.
The data also show that the G-inversion was not destroyed by increasing winds but instead might have
been destroyed by the increasing surface heating that finally warmed the lower air layers to temperatures
above the maximum temperature of the inversion. The exact mechanisms of the inversion breakup are
still debatable.
Figure 5. Example of an E-inversion (between 14 and 15 July 2011, top) and a G-inversion (between 24 and 25 February 2013, bottom). The contour plots show the
MTP-5HE-measured temperature profiles (x axis units (time) in UTC, y axis units (masl)). The line plots show the wind directions in degrees (blue) and speeds in m/s
(green) at the Ulriken and GFI AMS. The dashed lines show the beginning and start of the inversion episodes. The solid lines show sunrise and sunset. Sunset during
24 February occurred at 13:50 UTC. The G-inversion contains a data gap of 10min.
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The E-inversion occurred during the night
from 14 to 15 July 2011 (Figure 5, top). The
sky was almost cloud free during 14 July
and became overcast during the night. The
air pressure at the GFI AMS fell from
1010 hPa at 14:00 UTC, 14 July to 1004 hPa
at 14:00 UTC the next day. The wind speeds
were below 7.5m/s at Ulriken and below
5m/s at the GFI. At the same time,
ERA-Interim showed weaker winds with a
maximum wind speed of 4.8m/s at
450masl during 14 July 21:00 UTC. The
Ulriken AMS wind measurements suggest a
northeasterly flow across the valley. The
advected air had relatively high
temperatures so that the dense cooler air
was trapped in the valley. The wind
direction at the bottom of the valley was
rotated by 90° relative to the free flow
direction, as it should be expected when
the valley recirculation is forced.
The E-inversion could be interpreted as
penetration of the upper air into the valley at
the top of a recirculation eddy.Mohamad and
Viskanta [1995] showed that a cross-valley
flow under stable stratification is strongly
dependent on a combination of buoyancy
and inertia forces as well as on the position of
measurements relative to the recirculation
eddy. If this also applies to E-inversions
created by the westerly cross-valley flows,
they could be severely underrepresented in
our data set as their recirculation eddies
would be shifted aside from the direction of
the MTP-5HE line of view.
This particular E-inversion existed in the
layer between 220masl and 570masl, resulting in a mean inversion thickness of 365m. The mean inversion
strength was 0.97 K. The inversion was descending throughout the night. Like the ground inversion, the
elevated inversion was most likely broken down by a developing convective state of the ABL after sunrise.
3.2. Intercomparison of the MTP-5HE With Automatic Meteorological Stations
We used the temperature measurements from the same two AMS that we already used for the MTP-5HE data
filtering for an intercomparison with the MTP-5HE measured temperatures at the same heights as the AMS.
This gave us an estimation of the reliability of the MTP-5HE measured profiles since radio soundings are not
possible in the Bergen valley. Intercomparisons of MTP-5HE and similar instruments to radiosondes have
been conducted before and the results are summarized in section 2.2.
The MTP-5HE measurements require a different meteorological interpretation compared to the in situ
measurements at the AMS. We expect that the largest differences are caused by the decreasing vertical
resolution of the instrument and the overlapping weighting functions applied to the single angular
measurements in the inversion algorithm [Snider, 1972]. This should lead to a smoothing of the profiles
measured with theMTP-5HE especially under complex vertical temperature structures like sharp E-inversions.
Furthermore, we expect differences between the free valley ABL temperature, which is measured with the

















































Ulriken   0.03 ± 0.77 K
GFI   −0.25 ± 0.16 K
Figure 6. Intercomparison of temperatures at the AMS andMTP-5HE at
the heights of the AMS for (top) Ulriken and (bottom) the GFI. The box
and whiskers plots show the statistics of the temperature difference
between theMTP-5HE and the AMS; bar graphs show the histograms of
temperature measurements at the AMS (number of measurements
divided by 1000). Only measurements with wind speeds in excess of
5m/s at the respective AMS are used. The boxes show the median and
the 25 and 75 percentiles. The maximum whiskers lengths are the 1.5
interquartile ranges. The grey lines show themean and RMS differences.
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MTP-5HE, and the local meteorological conditions at the elevated AMS, which is affected by proximity to the
surface [Fitje, 1972; Kirchner et al., 2013] especially during situations with low wind-induced mixing.
Our intercomparison revealed that the temperature differences between the Ulriken AMS and the MTP-5HE
measured temperatures at the same height were indeed high during conditions with low wind speeds.
Correspondingly, we only considered cases when the wind speed exceeded 5m/s at the Ulriken AMS for
comparison. For consistency, we repeated the same for the GFI AMS. The results of the intercomparison are
shown in Figure 6. At the GFI, differences were generally small with a negative bias between0.4 and0.2 K.
Ulriken shows no overall bias but a distinctly increased root-mean-square (RMS) variation of the temperature
differences. The differences were largest during very low temperatures below around 10°C and at high
temperatures around 16°C. The reason for this is unknown but could also be an artifact of the few
measurements under such conditions.
The temperature differences between the MTP-5HE and Ulriken AMS separated into profiles with the two
inversion types and profiles without inversions are shown in Table 1. The mean differences were small during
inversion-free conditions and G-inversions but substantially larger during E-inversion. This anomaly is
consistent with the suggested mechanism controlling the E-inversions through the cross-valley recirculation.
We assume that G-inversions are associated with stably stratified but homogeneous conditions across the
valley, whereas the conditions during the E-inversions are more heterogeneous as the recirculation pushes
the cold air mass toward one side of the valley. At the same time, this also fits the expectations of a decreased
reliability of the MTP-5HE data in such conditions, as reported by Kadygrov et al. [2001]. The larger RMS during
inversion-free conditions was most likely caused by the diversity of atmospheric conditions in this
stability class.
3.3. Temperature Profiles in the Lowest 1000m of the Atmosphere
In the Bergen maritime climate, the seasonal cycle is not very pronounced. Therefore, shorter synoptic
variability considerably modifies the stability conditions, resulting in significant climatological anomalies on
the yearly and even decadal basis. Stability is particularly sensitive to the number and persistence of
wintertime anticyclonic events, often
referred to as atmospheric blockings. The
winter of 2012/2013 contained many
more cases with strongly stable
stratification of the lowest 1000m than
the winter of 2011/2012. This is clearly
visible in the averaged seasonal
temperature profiles and vertical
temperature gradients in Figure 7. The
other seasons show no significant
year-to-year differences, as the unstable
situations are rather similar and mainly
determined by the sea surface
temperature. The seasonally averaged
temperatures from the AMS are given in
Table 2. The AMS and MTP-5HE
temperature structures are rather
similar, increasing our confidence that
the more frequent MTP-5HE data gaps
Table 1. Intercomparison of MTP-5HE and Ulriken AMSa
Inversion Free G-Inversions E-Inversions
Mean difference (K) 0.03 (0.77) 0.10 (0.70) 0.66 (0.53)
Number profiles 4750 1323 86
aMean (standard deviations) for the differences between the Ulriken AMS and MTP-5HE for measurements from
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Figure 7. (left) Mean seasonal MTP-5HE temperature profiles and (right)
temperature gradients. Dashed lines show the profiles from spring 2011
to winter 2011/2012, full lines from spring 2012 to winter 2012/2013.
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due to the often poor conditions for microwave radiometer operation did not bias the temperature data
set considerably.
The 2 year MTP-5HE record of the atmospheric stability expressed as the vertical temperature gradient in the
Bergen valley is shown in Figure 8 (left). We identified three typical stability layers. The lowermost layer
(0masl–300masl) consists of the air mass trapped in the valley between the lateral ridges. It is characterized
by the monotonic decrease of stability with elevation, a strong skewness of the vertical temperature
gradient distribution, and a large number of strong temperature gradients up to 0.03 K/m. Figure 8 (right)
reveals that this skewness and stability anomalies should be attributed to the frequent development of
G-inversions. The number of E-inversions and R-inversions is rather small in this layer. The middle layer
(300masl–700masl) consists of the partially free air mass that is disturbed by the mountain ridges on the
one side and the large plateau on the other side of the valley (Figure 1). It is characterized by the low
skewness in the distribution of temperature gradient anomalies. On average, this layer is better mixed than
the free atmosphere above (the upper layer above 700masl) and might be the nighttime residual layer of the
well-mixed daytime ABL. Some additional mixing might be connected to perturbations downwind from the
plateau. The horizontal atmospheric advection is partially penetrating in this layer causing the E-inversions
which are observed here to be as frequent as the thick G-inversions that reach these levels. The upper layer is the
lower part of the free atmosphere, which is not considered in this study. Large mean and median temperature
gradients at 670masl and above might indicate the prevailing height of the top of the SBL.
3.4. G-Inversions
Temperature inversions are only the most extreme cases of the more frequently observed stably stratified ABL.
These extreme cases are challenging for remote sensing inversion algorithms but important for meteorological
applications. As we already presented, the MTP-5HE correctly measures the temperature at elevated positions,
even in the most stably stratified cases. This gives us the opportunity to study a 2 year record of temperature
inversions inaccessible with other instruments. Figure 8 (right) shows that the total number of registered
temperature inversions in Bergen is rather high. Most of these inversions are G-inversions. A large portion of the



























Figure 8. (left) MTP-5HE temperature gradients and (right) total occurrence of inversions, including the result of the separa-
tion into G-inversions and E-inversions. The boxes show the median and the 25 and 75 percentiles. The maximum whiskers
lengths are the 2.5 interquartile ranges. The grey lines show the mean and RMS values.
Table 2. Temperatures at the GFI AMSa
Season MAM JJA SON DJF MAM JJA SON DJF
GFI AMS 7.4 (4.5) 14.1 (2.8) 10.4 (3.4) 3.0 (2.7) 7.0 (4.4) 13.7 (3.2) 7.8 (3.4) 0.5 (4.5)
MetNo 7.8 (4.7) 14.7 (3.1) 10.4 (3.7) 3.0 (2.9) 7.4 (4.7) 14.3 (3.5) 7.9 (3.7) 0.2 (4.3)
Ten year MetNo 7.4 (0.8) 15.1 (0.8) 8.8 (1.2) 2.1 (1.8)
aSeasonal mean (standard deviations) temperatures in °C for the GFI AMS and themeasurement site of the Norwegian
meteorological institute (MetNo) in front of the GFI (25m below the GFI AMS) from March 2011 to February 2013. The
last row shows the 10 year mean seasonal temperatures from MetNo.
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G-inversions are shallow, with 30% of them
thinner than 100m. The number of vertically
extended G-inversions occupying the entire
valley depth was less than 500. They
occurred less frequent than the E-inversions.
E-inversions occurred most frequently
between 420 and 620masl.
The vertical structure of the G-inversions is
presented in Figure 9. The tops of the
G-inversions were most frequently located
at about 70masl. A second, previously
unidentified maximum of the G-inversion
tops existed at 220masl. The mean strength
of the G-inversions increases up to 470masl.
We found that most of the shallow
G-inversions were only lasting a few tens
of minutes, suggesting that airflow
perturbations destroyed the strongly stable
stratification. Therefore, we considered
persistent G-inversions lasting longer than
2h separately. Their mean tops are nearly
uniformly distributed up to 270masl with a
maximum at around 170masl. The mean
duration of such persistent inversions is
13.1 h. The height of their mean tops was
around 220masl. The abrupt decrease of the
number of inversion episodes with mean
tops above 270masl might be connected to
the local mountain shelter effect [Jonassen
et al., 2013]. A few G-inversion episodes
coincided with large-scale warm air
advection, leading to unusually deep and
strong G-inversions where the inversion tops
reached levels of above 470masl. Those
episodes are rare; only four events occurred
over the 2 year period under investigation.
As expected, the remaining G-inversions are
most frequent during nighttime and in the
winter months (Figure 10). It is easy to
observe that as the nights grow longer, the
duration and strength of the G-inversions
increase as well. More than 60% of the valid
measurements between 18:00 and 8:00 UTC,
December 2012 to February 2013 showed
inversions. Again, the differences between thewinter of 2011/2012 and the winter of 2012/2013 are visible with
much less and weaker inversions in the first year.
3.5. E-Inversions
Compared to the G-inversions, E-inversions are in general less frequent. The tops of E-inversions revealed two
maxima in the frequency distribution, at about 270masl and 620masl (Figure 11, left). Similarly, there are
also two spikes in the thickness distribution. The base of the E-inversions was mostly located below 270masl.
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Figure 9. (top and bottom left) Inversion top against the number of
G-inversion profiles and inversion episodes, (top right) inversion top
against inversion strength of G-inversion profiles, and (bottom right)
mean top against duration of G-inversion episodes. The number of
G-inversion episodes (Figure 9, bottom left) is separated into episodes
lasting shorter than 2 h (white) and longer (black). The duration of
inversion episodes (Figure 9, bottom right) is only shown for inver-
sions lasting longer than 2 h. The boxes show the median and the
25 and 75 percentiles. The maximum whiskers lengths are the 1.5
interquartile ranges. The grey circles show the mean and RMS values.
The x axis in Figure 9 (bottom left) is broken.
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in the valley. This observation further
supports our attribution of E-inversions to
advective processes in contrast to the
local radiative processes responsible for
the G-inversions.
The strength and vertical extension of the
E-inversions are well correlated. Themaximum
E-inversion duration is low (12.2 h) for 350m
thick inversions. In 43 of the 70 elevated
inversion episodes between March 2011 and
February 2013 the time between two adjacent
episodes was less than 24h, indicating that
the conditions favoring elevated inversions
persisted over longer periods. Figure 12
revealed that the diurnal and seasonal
patterns of E-inversions do not follow the
patterns of the G-inversions. The E-inversions
occurred mostly during the warmmonths and
late at night. The duration of the inversions in
the summer seasons is limited by the long
summer days with strong solar heating that
mixes the ABL and erodes away the stable
stratification. The total length of inversion
episodes might be underrepresented because
of some short-lasting data gaps in the
MTP-5HE data set such as in the G-inversion
case study presented in Figure 5.
E-inversions often coincided with clouds at the Ulriken AMS. When including measurements with RH at the
Ulriken AMS above 95% into the analysis, the total number of 10 min averaged measurements changed from
36,004 to 64,104. The number of measurements with G-inversions only changed from 8917 to 12,119,























































Figure 10. Diurnal and annual average fraction of time intervals
with G-inversions based on the (top) quality-controlled data and
(bottom) mean G-inversion strength. All data are binned as 3
monthly and 3-hourly. Blank spots indicate the occurrence of no
inversions. Sunrise and sunset with the real horizon seen from the
GFI are usually around 06:00 and 14:00 UTC during 15 October and
around 09:30 and 12:30 UTC 15 during January. These times are very
different for different parts of the valley. The minimum and maxi-
mum sun times at the GFI are around 09:30–11:30 UTC and










































































Figure 11. Inversion top (white) and base (black) against (first panel) number of E-inversion profiles, (second panel) inversion thickness against inversion strength of
E-inversions, (third panel) thickness of E-inversions, and (fourth panel) mean thickness against duration of E-inversion episodes. The boxplots show the median and
the 25 and 75 percentiles. The maximum whiskers lengths are the 1.5 interquartile ranges. The grey circles show the mean and RMS values.
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with E-inversions on the other hand
changed from 646 to 1518. If we neglect any
filtering, the number of G-inversions did not
change significantly, while the number of
E-inversions changed even stronger from
646 to 4395. This, however, might also include
more E-inversions caused by frontal systems.
3.6. Attribution of Temperature
Inversions in the Context of Flow
Conditions Above the Valley
We already mentioned that the temperature
structure within and above the valley is
determined by the interplay between the
local radiative forcing and the stability of the
large-scale atmospheric flow determined by
the horizontal advection. Such interplay was
studied in a number of works [e.g., Hoch
et al., 2011; Esau and Repina, 2012; Katurji
and Zhong, 2012; Ritter et al., 2013] but only
the high-frequency data acquired with the
MTP-5HE instrument allows for the study of systematic differences associated with the observed
temperature structure.
Figure 13 shows the meteorological wind roses at the bottom of the valley (GFI), the top of the lateral
mountain ridges (Ulriken), and in the free atmosphere over Bergen (ECMWF). The wind roses for all weather
conditions at the GFI and Ulriken are similar to the wind roses for the area presented by Valved [2012]. The
ERA-Interim wind distribution found by Jonassen et al. [2012] is different from the wind distribution for all
weather conditions because of our choice of presenting the wind distribution at around 650masl instead of
the more widely used 850 hPa level, which corresponds to around 1 500masl. This choice is connected to the
wind distribution during E-inversions and explained in more detail below. The AMS at the GFI shows a clear
influence of channeling in the valley.
The wind roses corresponding to the G-inversions and E-inversions are drastically different. The G-inversions
are characterized by southeasterly ground-level winds aligned with the major axis of the valley. At the Ulriken
AMS, the G-inversion wind rose is similar to that of the all weather conditions if only considering low wind
speeds. The ERA-Interim wind rose is characterized by the absence of the northwesterly wind sector,
corresponding to winds advected from the Atlantic Ocean, and has a distinct southeasterly tail. The latter
indicates the existence of a wake downwind of Mount Ulriken, allowing G-inversions to exist even under wind
speeds as high as 16m/s from this direction. We considered an ERA-Interim output step as coinciding with an
inversion if an inversion has been measured with the MTP-5HE somewhere between the 30min prior and
30min after the output step.
The E-inversions are characterized by the rarely occurring northwesterly ground-level winds and
northeasterly winds at the mountain top. This shows that the E-inversions are by nature linked to specific
large-scale synoptic conditions. The distribution of wind directions in ERA-Interim during E-inversions was
similar from the lowest model level up tomodel level 7, which is centered at around 650masl with the model
topography at 258masl. The distribution of wind directions quickly became noncoherent above that. This
shows that the more widely used 850 hPa winds are not a good indicator for the identification of E-inversions
when using ERA-Interim model results.
It is to some degree surprising that the wind roses do not reflect the bimodal distribution of the inversion top
levels and vertical extension. We suspect that this bimodal distribution of the mean inversion thicknesses is
not an effect of different wind distributions but rather an effect of the persistence and strength of the
inversions with the thicker inversions lasting longer than the thinner ones, as it might be expected from fluid























































Figure 12. Fraction of time intervals with E-inversions and inversion
strength of E-inversions (for details see caption Figure 10).
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An interesting questions is whether the ERA-Interim reanalysis adequately represents the observed
temperature inversions and furthermore the intended physical mechanisms of their development. Up to date
climatological studies of the temperature inversions in the climate models and reanalysis were limited to
comparisons with satellite and radio sounding data of poor vertical or temporal resolution [e.g., Medeiros
et al., 2011]. We found 624 ERA-Interim output steps to coincide with G-inversions, and 53% of these also
showed an inversion between the lowermost two model levels in ERA-Interim that were on average centered
at 9.7m and 33.9m above ground. For E-inversions, 60 ERA-Interim output steps coincided with inversions
and 32% of these also showed elevated inversions in ERA-Interim. In addition, 58% of the measured
E-inversions coincided with inversions between the lowermost twomodel levels in ERA-Interim. Overall, 1469




























































































Figure 13. (a, d, g) Wind distributions at the GFI AMS and (b, e, h) the Ulriken AMS and (c, f, i) ECMWF ERA-Interim model results at model level 7, centered at 395±6m
above ground level with ground level at 258masl during all weather conditions (Figures 13a–13c), G-inversions (Figures 13d–13f), and E-inversions (Figures 13g–13i). The
common color bar is shown in the lower right corner. Percentage rings at 5, 10, and 15% indicate the fraction of the total valid data in each sector.
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inversions, respectively. This means that ERA-Interim significantly overestimates the total number of
inversions, meaning that it seems to underestimate ABL turbulence but in addition, fails to represent a large
part of the actual measured inversions. Furthermore, the inversion bases of elevated inversions in ERA-
Interim were significantly too high, suggesting that this is a different type of inversions than the E-inversions
within the Bergen valley.
The strong coupling of both inversion types to the local topographic features has immediate practical
implication for any attempt to predict the pollutant dispersion within the valley. Such a prediction on the
basis of dynamically downscaled local micrometeorological conditions with mesoscale models will only have
limited success because of the too low horizontal resolution in these models.
3.7. Attribution of Pollution Measurements to the Temperature Profile
Through the reduced turbulent mixing within temperature inversions and the generally low wind speeds,
ABL temperature inversions should lead to an accumulation of pollutants, especially in proximity to large
local emission sources. Because of the distinct circulation that we observed during inversions it should in
principle be possible to create a simple proxy that can at least represent the year-to-year statistics of
meteorological conditions favorable for inversions, allowing for future projections of the pollution conditions
within the central Bergen valley. Inversions by themselves, however, are not yet an indicator of high pollution
events. The major pollutant sources in the Bergen valley are road traffic, wood firing, and to a lesser degree
ship exhaust from the harbor. These sources have a high variability on a number of time scales requiring a
careful analysis of the skill scores of such a simple proxy.
Therefore, at this point we will only focus on establishing a statistical link between high pollution events and
the above described ABL temperature profiles. Table 3 shows the numbers of inversion measurements that
coincided with pollution measurements within the four air pollution classes: “low,” “moderate,” “high,” and
“very high.” Low pollution concentrations mostly occur during measurements without inversions—
meteorological conditions with sufficient turbulence within the valley ABL. Wet deposition is a major factor in
the reduction of PM concentrations. Therefore, low and moderate pollution levels often coincided with
missing data at the MTP-5HE that were mostly caused by rain and clouds, often in connection with relatively
high wind speeds within the valley. For high and very high pollution concentrations, only a few cases of
Table 3. Association of Temperature Inversions to Pollutant Concentrations for theMeasurement Station Danmarksplassena
Low Moderate High Very High
NO2 concentration interval (μg/m
3) 0–100 100–150 150–200 200–250
Measurements 15,942 885 159 22
All inversions 1,071 (1,718) 286 (400) 99 (139) 17 (20)
G-inversions 776 (1,289) 245 (358) 92 (133) 17 (20)
E-inversions 70 (151) 1 (3) 0 (0) 0 (0)
No data 11,404 354 23 1
PM2.5 concentration interval (μg/m
3) 0–25 25–50 50–100 100–125
Measurements 16,555 561 135 3
All inversions 1,044 (1,733) 305 (400) 104 (121) 3 (3)
G-inversions 733 (1,281) 268 (371) 103 (121) 3 (3)
E-inversions 71 (154) 0 (0) 0 (0) 0 (0)
No data 11,906 135 16 0
PM10 concentration interval (μg/m
3) 0–50 50–100 100–150 150–250
Measurements 12,445 720 96 31
All inversions 936 (1,492) 276 (380) 45 (60) 7 (14)
G-inversions 704 (1,170) 240 (345) 39 (54) 6 (14)
E-inversions 31 (89) 1 (1) 0 (0) 0 (0)
No data 8,713 194 13 6
aGiven are the total numbers of hourly pollution measurements. No data means either missing MTP-5HE data or mea-
surements that were marked as biased. Numbers without parenthesis show the numbers of hourly pollution measure-
ments coinciding with persistent inversions lasting longer than 2 h; numbers in parenthesis describe the number of
pollution measurements where an inversion was measured during at least one time step within the 1 h integration time.
The difference between all inversions and the sum of G-inversions and E-inversions are R-inversions. The thresholds for
the different pollution levels are chosen according to Norwegian standards (http://luftkvalitet.info).
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missing values existed in the final, filtered MTP-5HE
data set, confirming that the MTP-5HE is resolving
the relevant meteorological conditions that are
relevant to air pollution monitoring and prediction.
Most of the cases of high and very high pollution
with NO2 and PM2.5 happened during persistent
G-inversions (lasting longer than 2 h and extending
over the entire averaging length of the air quality
measurements). The measurements with very
high NO2 concentrations not coinciding with
persistent G-inversions were one case of missing
data because of a long-term icing event, one case
with a very short G-inversion, and three cases with
a residual stable layer as the result of a G-inversion
during the night, two of which overlapped
partially with persistent G-inversions. This also shows
that our separation into nonpersistent and persistent
G-inversions is adequate to remove some of the
irrelevant inversions for air quality monitoring
purposes. Table 3 illustrates that inversions are less
relevant for pollution events with coarse particles
(PM10). Less than 50% of the high pollution cases
coincided with inversions. In Bergen, high PM10 concentrations are mostly caused by road dust from studded
winter tires and are not as dependent on temperature inversions as PM2.5 and NO2 pollution episodes.
The majority of high and very high PM2.5 and NO2 pollution events coincided with G-inversions that had a
height between 170 and 270masl (Figure 14). This differs from the common perception that high pollution
events coincide with either thin or unusually thick and persistent inversions. For a persistent G-inversion to be
thin, the turbulence within the inversion should be extremely weak, which allows for an accumulation of
pollutants in a smaller volume. But, even under the weak winds that usually exist within the valley during
G-inversions, turbulence remains strong enough for the G-inversions to grow vertically until they are a few
hundred meters thick.
E-inversions never coincided with high and very high pollutant concentrations, meaning that they are not
relevant for air quality considerations. They are however relevant for an understanding of the general valley
circulation and could be an efficient mechanism for reducing temperatures in the valley during large-scale
warm air advection events.
4. Conclusions
We used long-term (2 years) continuous high-resolution measurements with the microwave temperature
profiler MTP-5HE to study the structure of temperature inversions in the Bergen valley, Norway. This region,
with its temperate maritime climate, is typical for the high-latitude coastal mountain valleys where the
population and economical activity are concentrated along the western coasts of Scandinavia and North
America. The statistical analysis showed that temperature measurements with the MTP-5HE were overall
unbiased mean difference of 0.03 ± 0.77 K during inversion-free conditions and 0.10 ± 0.70 K during ground-
based temperature inversions—compared to measurements with an elevated mountain AMS with some
restrictions on the meteorological conditions.
The temperature profiles revealed two distinct types of temperature inversions trapped in the valley, namely,
ground-based G-inversions and elevated E-inversions, which cannot be adequately described with a network
of mountain meteorological stations. We described their properties (inversion height, thickness, and
strength) and under which conditions the inversions exist. This analysis demonstrated that the G-inversions
and E-inversions are caused by distinctly different physical mechanisms. The existence of G-inversions is very
common during winter nighttime. During winter nighttime 2012/2013 more than 60% of all measurements,



























Figure 14. Inversion height of persistent G-inversions against
pollutant concentration. For NO2, the white and black bars
show the number of hours with μNO2 > 150 μg=m
3 and
μNO2 > 200 μg=m
3 . For PM2.5, they show the number of
hours with μPM2:5 > 50 μg=m
3 and μPM2:5 > 100 μg=m
3 .
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inversion. Because the valley is protected by the local topographic features they can exist during a wide range
of synoptic scale wind speeds. E-inversions only occur during situations of unusual circulation with warm air
advection directly above the valley.
The G-inversions have a strong effect on the surface layer concentration of the air pollutants. An association
of pollution classes revealed that high pollution cases both with fine particulate matter and nitrogen dioxide
are directly dependent on the existence of persistent G-inversions. This indicates the importance of a
functioning prediction of the inversion conditions in order to provide this information to decision makers.
The specific conditions under which G-inversions and E-inversions occur might give us the possibility to
develop simple proxies for their prediction, allowing us to provide future projections of the pollution
situation in the Bergen valley.
Our study suggests a significantly more influential role of the local topographical features than it has been
previously thought and implemented into the air quality monitoring routines. Considering a minimum width
of the valley base of less than 1.5 km (within which significant topographic features exist), mesoscale models
with a resolution of 500m or 1000m that are used for today’s air quality predictions are likely not sufficient.
We demonstrated that both inversion types (but in particular, the E-inversions) are also poorly reproduced
in ERA-Interim.
The use of microwave temperature remote sensing in the complicated conditions in the Bergen valley has
been shown to be essential for practical meteorological applications like air pollution forecasts.
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